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Keep Talking Revolution Podcast 

Episode 86 

Enhancing Physical & Emotional 

Intimacy 

Sharon: [00:00:00] All right, today on the podcast I have Amberly Lambertson. 

She's someone I've been connected with on Instagram for quite a while now, 

and when I decided that I wanted to talk about intimacy for the month of 

February on the podcast, I just knew that I wanted to have her on. Amberly 

Lambertson has a master's degree in Family Life education. 

And I thought that was so cool cause I've never like heard of that degree. You 

know, so many of us in the [00:01:00] relationship field are either therapists or 

coaches. And Amber Lee is, is in the education aspect and she focuses on 

helping couples to be proactive about strengthening their relationships with 

everyday routines and skills. 

and this is something Amber Lee and I both are, are trained in the Gottman 

seven principles course. And this is something that we learned in that course of 

how these skills are so important and can prevent so many of the problems that 

couples face in their relationship. And Amber Lee's also the host of two really 

cool Instagram accounts that you'll wanna follow. 

Davis County dates and a prioritized marriage. Thanks so much for being on 

today,  

Amberly: Amberley. I'm excited that we're finally getting to chat. .  

Sharon: Yeah, and we were connecting before we started recording and we just 

realized how much we have in common. Our kids are the same ages and our 

birthday's the same month, and so it's been really fun to, to [00:02:00] finally 

connect in person with Amber Lee. 

 So today on the podcast we're gonna talk about intimacy.  

Amberly: My favorite topic, ,  
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Sharon: and I know you love to talk about it, so just I feel like intimacy is such 

a loaded term. Yes. Tell me in your, like in your experience in education and 

how do you talk to couples and families about what intimacy is?  

Amberly: I think when you say the word intimacy, everyone's minds go to sex, 

like physical intimacy. 

That's what we go, and I can still say intimacy on, you know, Instagram and 

social media kind of filters, words that they think are inappropriate. So I can say 

intimacy and couples know what I'm talking about, but intimacy is so much 

more, I kind of say like sex is intimate, but intimacy is not sex.  

Sharon: Well, and sex isn't always intimate y  

Amberly: Yes, and that's true. 

This is how I define intimacy. I've got a couple different ways. I know one of 

the ones that's floating around [00:03:00] online right now is intimacy is into me 

see mm-hmm. , which I do like. When I was finishing my bachelor's degree, one 

of my professors in one of my family life skills class talked about intimacy. 

 Time plus togetherness, plus trust, I think was the one she used. And so for my 

own personal and professional Definition of intimacy. I say intimacy is the like, 

know and trust you have in a person. Mm-hmm. . I think you have to know 

someone deeply. You, and you can have intimacy with lots of different people 

in your life. 

It's not just a spouse thing. And I think you should have the deepest level of 

intimacy with your spouse, cuz obviously you've got that physical side but It's 

how well you know a person and how well you trust them and your willingness 

to be vulnerable with them and trust them with that vulnerable side of yourself, 

and so you can have sex. 

But it's like you said, it's not always gonna be intimate, but when you're, you 

know, vulnerable and [00:04:00] really connecting and really getting to know 

each other and the more intimacy you have in your relationship in general, the 

more intimate that physical connection is going to become. 

So I think, like you said, intimacy is a loaded word and. It's not just physical. 

There's so many other aspects of it, and it is like the basis of your relationship is 

how, how intimate is your relationship how intimate is your marriage.  
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Sharon: Yeah, and I think it's so important that you brought up the vulnerability 

of it. 

Because it really is, I think part of the aspect of being really intimate with 

someone is being willing to like bear your flaws and give them the opportunity 

to either accept or reject that. And it's so, it's so vulnerable and I feel like, you 

know, I talk a lot about communication on the podcast and. 

And really like open, honest [00:05:00] communication is the same thing. It's 

very vulnerable because you're not trying to control the outcome so much as 

you're just exploring and being curious and open with each other.  

Amberly: Yeah, agree for sure.  

Sharon: So tell me, now that we've defined intimacy, how do you see the 

physical and emotional intimacy working together? 

I know a lot of times a woman will say, I want more emotional intimacy, so that 

I feel more, more apt to be physical. And the men are kind of, in general, this is 

just a stereo stereotype for sure. Wanting it the other way. So how do you see 

those two things working together?  

Amberly: If you're not really like emotionally connected, if you're not. In a 

good mood with your spouse I don't feel like you're gonna wanna be as 

physically intimate, but it's hard cuz like you said, sometimes that's how people 

connect and almost reconcile in the relationship. 

Like, we need to get back to this physical side of our relationship so we can feel 

close again. And I get that a lot of times from people saying like, my 

relationship is just [00:06:00] drifting. How can we connect more physically? 

And they go hand in hand. And that's why I think. Things like date night are 

connected to physical intimacy cuz you're go, you're getting together, you're 

having fun, you're ha talking, you're connecting, you're doing those things that 

make you a couple, that make you like each other again. 

And then it leads to more. They say like chore play. And I do think that plays an 

emotional part in it. Yeah. But the emotional intimacy is, again, that like 

vulnerability, like how much are you willing to share? Are we being honest with 

each other? Are we connecting, are we pushing each other away? 

 I've seen it in my own relationship. I know what to do, but I'm not perfect at it. .  
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Sharon: Oh, for sure. 

Amberly: And we are still human and there's two of us in the relationship. But 

you see, like you're not emotionally connected. You might not be excited to kiss 

them goodbye or to hold their hand or something, but some of those things I 

think are the important things that do connect us. 

And I'm gonna pull up something I just remembered. [00:07:00] If people have 

seen the office, I don't know if you've seen the office. But Jim and Pam in the 

office they have this point where Jim is not sharing things with Pam and Pam is 

not sharing things with Jim and. They're not on the same page, and it leads to 

this disconnect. And I think it's Valentine's Day and they're supposed to be 

doing something before Jim goes on his, you know, work week in Philadelphia. 

 And he says, you know, I think I'm j I think it'd just be better if I left. You 

know, he doesn't want to connect emotionally, he doesn't want to have that fun 

with her because they're not in a good place emotionally together. And he leaves 

and she ends up following him out to the taxi and they don't say a word to each 

other. 

They just embrace in a hug. Mm-hmm. . And it was, it's so powerful that they 

just took that time to connect. Physically when they couldn't get past that 

emotional barrier that had gotten put up on their relationship and it healed 

something [00:08:00] there where they said, we'll talk later. It didn't 

immediately fix all the things, but I think they go hand in hand that way. 

Where when you're lacking emotional connection, Have a barrier, whether it's 

just you've drifted apart or there's some conflict between the two of you that 

being willing to connect physically, not necessarily just jumping into bed 

together, but that physical intimacy is more than. What happens in the bedroom, 

holding hands when you're sitting next to each other talking and having this 

conflict or sharing a, a kiss as you walk out the door, like, Hey, I still love you. 

We might not like each other right now. We might, we might have some hard 

things to get over, but I really still love you and I want this to be good. 

That I think that can go a long way. In making that emotional intimacy work 

too. So I do think they work together and not just when your marriage is in a 

good place and you're connected emotionally and [00:09:00] physically, and 

everything is better and the physical increases the emotional and vice versa, but 

also when you're not in a good place. 
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But that physical intimacy, like I said, you have to think of it, step back and 

think Physical intimacy again, is not just. That it is hugging or holding hands or 

walking past and touching the small of your partner's back. It's, it's simple 

things like that. And so I think that being willing to connect that way goes a 

long way no matter where your relationship is at. 

Sharon: Oh yeah, for sure. I love that story that you shared because I think it's 

so relatable. Like sometimes there are times when you just don't have the words 

to make everything better, but, but your physical presence can, can make a big 

difference in those moments. So that's, that's a great point to bring up. 

So, you talked a little bit kind of about how the physical can help when the 

emotionals not going. Very well [00:10:00] or, or where we want it to be. What, 

what can couples do to work on the emotional intimacy in their marriage?  

Amberly: I think it's getting back to when we have, when we first are dating 

each other, we are building that emotional intimacy. 

We're sharing pieces of ourself and letting them get to know you and I've been 

thinking about, my husband found like a little memorabilia this week from a 

time when we were dating, and it's kind of taken me back, you know, and 

thinking about things and thinking about. 

 That I let him see me in vulnerable places that I was like, oh, this paints me is 

less than perfect. I remember the first week we were dating I had to give my 

first adult talk in church. And I was not comfortable with public speaking at all, 

which is not me now. Like TV in front of five people, 20 people, like I'm good 

with that. 

But I just kept telling him like, I can't do this, I can't do this, I can't do this. And 

this was our first week of dating and we were on a walk sitting at a park 

[00:11:00] and he was like, this is what you've gotta do. And I remember getting 

up there. Not having any clue what I was saying. And I'm sure it was a bunch of 

gish and not super impressive. 

 But he was there. He came to support me and I was like, oh, I really like this 

guy and this is gonna look, make me look less than stellar. But it was that being 

he was willing to support me in that and just, I was willing to open up and take 

that support and then allow him to see me in that vo vulnerable state. 

So I think it is like sharing, like, Hey, I'm going through this hard time, or Hey, 

I wanna share with you a story from today. And it doesn't have to always be like 
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a lesson stellar. Like, let me tell you something funny I did today, or I have tell 

you about this embarrassing moment I had, or something that impacts you. 

I think couples think like we're married, we know each other, we're good. But 

you never are gonna know everything about your spouse because for one thing 

you're always changing. I always tell people like, my favorite color will always 

be purple. It will never change. Like that is a [00:12:00] solid piece of my 

personality, but my favorite song changes. 

Sometimes on the daily, , and so there's pieces of your spouse that you need to 

continue getting to know. And even we talked about before this, that will, won't 

be 12 years of marriage in the next like five months. 

But. Even now, like he will start telling the kids something about his childhood 

and I'm like, wait, can you tell me that story again? Or I'll ask him more later 

because it's a piece of him that I, that I don't know. So I always love like, 

conversation starter apps, like the Gottman's carve deck app or,  

 you can just Google on online or like on Pinterest, like couple conversation 

starters. . And I think things like that can help you get to know each other better. 

But then also having like a daily check-in where you're like, tell me something 

funny that happened to you today. Tell me something that made you frustrated 

today. 

Just like, I feel like there's things out there like that for parents that they're like, 

here's how to connect with your child at the end of the day. Do the same thing 

with your spouse [00:13:00] because it is gonna foster that connection and that 

relationship, and so, Doing that daily and being willing to be vulnerable and 

have fun together and just do the things that made you love each other. 

That's how you build that emotional intimacy.  

Sharon: Yeah,  

I think that's such a good reminder or such a good point that maybe we hadn't 

ever even thought about. I remember when I was teaching the Gottman course 

talking about that, you know, and, and Gottman's principle is enhancing your 

love maps. You know, you're continually getting to know your partner and. 

 I love pulling up that app, so I'll definitely link it in the show notes, the 

Gottman card deck app. And it's so easy to just pull it up and find a question to 
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ask your spouse, like, what are your goals right now? Or like, what's your dream 

vacation or what's something that you're feeling vulnerable about right now? 

There's so many great questions that you can ask to really. Have a more detailed 

map of your partner and what their inner [00:14:00] world is. That's such a great 

way to connect and have more intimacy in your relationship. And sometimes I 

feel like that, like that card deck or something can bring in some fun and so 

make it feel less threatening . Sometimes I think women especially, and maybe 

I'm saying this because I work mostly with women when we're trying to make. 

Our relationship more emotionally intimate. It can feel threatening to our 

partners because they're like, oh, how much, how much do I have to give? 

But if we can use that card deck app or a book or something like that, it, it feels 

like more like you're, we're just taking a little bite,  

Amberly: But you can look at one of those questions and have it in your mind 

and not be like, Hey, we're gonna connect. I have this questions, or have this 

card deck just. 

Hey, I was thinking about this today, . You're not necessarily like tricking your 

spouse. It's just doing it in a way that is comfortable for them. That's not gonna 

make them [00:15:00] feel threatened or. Too vulnerable, like allows them to 

get vulnerable without being too far outside of their comfort zone where they're 

just gonna shut down. 

Sharon: My husband likes to ask these really philosophical questions, , and I 

would get triggered when he would ask me something, especially if I knew that 

we disagreed. Like we have different worldviews on. Mm-hmm. many things. 

And that like having to try and debate with him, like if I felt like he was trying 

to draw me into a debate, I would totally shut down. 

So he's learned that, he's learned that that's my trigger. And we don't debate. We 

can discuss things, but we, we don't go into that debate mode cuz it's not 

comfortable for me, but,  

Amberly: I think that's part of that intimacy, like knowing your partner and 

knowing like they're not asking me with an agenda, like they just really wanna 

hear what I have to say, like, and knowing that I'm just listening to listen and get 

to know you better not to judge you. 

 Yeah, I think that's a big piece of [00:16:00] that, and it does take time and 

getting to know each other better and opening up about simple things like. the 
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first thing that comes to mind, a podcast that I was on this week, they had a 

podcast a while back where they talked about, it was like secrets. 

Like they shared their darkest confessions and there were a couple people, the 

funny one was I picked my nose. I pick my nose and eat it 

That's vulnerable and they can be like, oh my gosh, I would never do that, but I 

still like you. Then that can lead to that deeper discussion.  

Sharon: Yeah, that's good. That's good. So, on the physical side of things, what 

are some things that couples can do to improve their physical intimacy?  

Amberly: Something I think of is just like the little, the little everyday physical 

intimacy, like holding hands. Like finding opportunities to sit next to each other 

and have your knees touch or reach over and rub their leg while they're eating. 

Or I like to hold my husband's hand while I fall asleep. We don't cuddle while 

we fall asleep. Gets too hot. But we can hold hands or touch feet [00:17:00] and 

we're still physically connecting. So finding, I think it's simple as just finding 

those little ways to connect. Physically throughout the day, not necessarily with 

the end goal of sex .Just we're creating that physical connection and. you think 

about when you first were dating. We would sit on the couch to just like be with 

other friends and I'm sure they were like, oh my gosh. Those two, because we, I 

called it we were hugging or, yeah, because, or cuddling because we were like 

hugging and cuddling at the same time. 

Like, yeah, as much of us just could be touching, we're touching. You're not 

gonna be like that, right? Like . Oh yeah. For sure. But it's just those little things 

and creating those rituals. And the Gottman came to Salt Lake a few years back 

for a date night. And John talked about that they have a cuddle couch and Yeah. 

So that even when they're like watching a show together, they're cuddling on the 

cuddle couch. And I was like, we need a cuddle couch. We want to be close to 

each other on the couch. 

And so creating [00:18:00] those opportunities just to hold hands. Something 

like that is going to go a long way to create, create that physical connection. But 

then when you're getting to the stereotypical physical intimacy, it's not gonna be 

like, we haven't touched in like three days. 

What do we do?  

Sharon: Right. Yeah. And I know that Gottman talks also about like the six 

second kiss . How that, that can just help to ignite that spark a little bit so that 
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it's not just like we're roommates until we go into the bedroom and then, and 

then everything changes, but really kind of building in more of that non-sexual, 

physical touch throughout all of your interactions. 

Amberly: Yeah, because that's what physical intimacy is at its heart. Like that 

meaningful physical touch that you share.  

Sharon: Yeah. So tell me, do you have any advice for women who feel like all 

physical touch. [00:19:00] Leads to an expectation of sex.  

Amberly: Yeah, I think, I think part of its mindset and I think part of its 

expectation, and so I think communication for me is the big thing. I don't know 

when this podcast will come up, but we're like the first couple days of February 

when we're recording this and heading into Valentine's Day and I'm talking 

about how Valentine's Day and birthdays and Mother's Day, father's Day, 

Christmas, like holidays like that come with an expectation of sex. 

Sharon: Yeah. And maybe even extra good sex.  

Amberly: Yes, exactly. Because I heard someone say, like on Instagram this 

week, they said like, I've been working on that part of myself, my sexual health 

and confidence. And she was like, but I get nervous when it comes to like 

Valentine's Day and stuff like that. Cause I feel like there's that high 

expectation, and I think you just have to talk about it. 

 I think it is simple, and maybe that's my personality that makes it sound easier 

than it is. And so I'm gonna be sharing some [00:20:00] tips on like, how do you 

create that conversation around like, I feel like every time you touch me, there's 

an expectation of this because like husbands want their wives, right? 

And they, you know, but when you were, when you were dating, they're nece. 

There wasn't necessarily always that expectation, but there was always that like 

fire, that heat, that passion when you would touch having like those 

conversations of like, these are sometimes when. You know, this is how I like to 

have that initiated, or mm-hmm. 

I listened to a podcast this week where they talked about, you know, they come 

up behind me in the kitchen and they're like rubbing up against me and I'm like, 

hello, I'm making a dinner like I'm not, and having that conversation of like, 

Hey, I really like you. I'm gonna turn around and give you a kiss and respond to 

this. 
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but I need you to know that I am going to finish dinner right now and we can 

continue it later. Like yeah, it is just having that conversation and that takes 

away the like, spontaneity, right? But mm-hmm. . Then you have that like 

longing for each other later and if [00:21:00] you're like, we're gonna do this 

later, then you can sit there and flirt with each other and build up that passion. 

And it's the same with when you talk about like scheduling sex, like knowing 

like this is a night when we are gonna be intimate in the bedroom and so. It can 

help for those women, like building that mindset of, of, I've agreed to this, this 

is, you know, or just being willing to say like, Hey, I'm not really in the mood, 

but I would love to just cuddle with you. 

Yeah. And having that conversation that that doesn't mean that I don't like you 

and that I'm not interested in you right now. It's just, I really do wanna be with 

you, but I'm not in the mood for that. I think it just comes down to 

communicating and again, being willing to be vulnerable. 

And being willing to hear each other and not take it personally. Yeah. I never 

want to have sex with me again. That's not what it is. There's just so many other 

things and it's having conversations when you're not in that moment as well. 

Like, yeah. Hey I'm, I'm not sure I'm up for that [00:22:00] right now. Can we 

just cuddle for a little bit without that expectation? 

And then maybe it goes somewhere, but then maybe the next day you're like, 

Hey, can we talk about, like, this happened yesterday. I just wanted to make 

sure you know, that it wasn't a physical or it wasn't a personal rejection and this 

is what I was in the middle of and this is what was going through my brain. 

And so it doesn't ruin that moment or make that moment more. You can still be 

intimate in that moment. And it doesn't totally like squash any sort of 

connection. Cause I think that happens a lot too, where they're like, okay, cool. 

And everyone just rolls over and goes to bed and start and offended mm-hmm. 

So still being able to connect and have that conversation later.  

Sharon: Yeah. So just being open about how, how those interactions are 

received by you or are interpreted and, and being kind of open to having 

conversations about. What's gonna help both of us to feel more satisfied with 

our intimate relationship as a whole? 

Yeah, and [00:23:00] I think also we're, we're probably not gonna get to this 

necessarily on the podcast, but it's worth mentioning to the listeners so they can 
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explore this as well, is understanding. The difference between that responsive 

desire and that initiation and how that works. That's been eye-opening to my 

husband, I think, for him to learn that there's a warming up period. 

And understanding how those periods work for different people and, and having 

those conversations. But some of us aren't even educated or aware of those 

things. So  

Amberly: yeah, I think responsive versus spontaneous desire is something that's 

being talked about a lot, which I think is super helpful. And you know, they 

always say like, it's smoke cooker versus a microwave, you know, but like, what 

does that really mean? 

But yeah, the reality of it being willing to have that discussion in your 

relationship.  

Sharon: For sure. So what advice would you have for couples [00:24:00] who 

are kind of navigating different phases of their relationship? You know, we 

talked about how when you first get together, it's almost like you can't even 

keep your hands off of each other, but. 

What, what advice do you have for couples who are kind of, they're learning 

and growing, they're going through different phases of their relationship and 

they're going through different phases of their own lives personally, of how to 

maintain and improve intimacy through those different phases of life? 

Amberly: Yeah, so. I think one of the first thing is recognizing that it's not 

always gonna look like it did when you were first married. Date night's not 

always gonna look like it did. It all changes, it all ebbs and flows, and that's 

kind of what my prioritized marriage is about is where are you at now and what 

can you do now to maintain that connection? 

So for my husband and I, it was like we loved to go on walks when we were 

dating late night walks and when we were first married and after we had a dog 

and. Then we had kids and that changed. So we had to shift. We're [00:25:00] 

doing our walks during the baby's nap time and he's snapping in the stroller. Oh, 

now we have two toddler. 

Like it just changes. And now we don't. Go on walks as often, cuz I mean for 

that connection point cuz we're chasing the kids and making sure they don't ride 

off the trail on their bikes or, you know, whatever that looks like. Yeah. But we 

go sit on the deck instead. And so being willing to look at where your 
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relationship is now and what is gonna work for us now, and I think that's where 

tips like scheduling intimacy come in handy because. 

If it's not on the calendar, it's not gonna happen, right?  

And so being intentional with it, and like I said, like finding opportunities to 

touch throughout the day and maintain that physical intimacy and going on 

dates and maintaining that emotional intimacy and having fun together. Don't 

just be like partners who pay the bills and. Chase little hoodlums, like have fun 

together, laugh together. 

Do those things you did when you were dating in a way that works for your 

marriage now. And that's gonna change. What we [00:26:00] did when we had 

young babies is different than what we do now. Like I was thinking about this 

on Sunday. We have Sunday afternoons, we have like two hours before we go 

to our families, after we get done with our church things, and. 

My husband and I put on a movie for the kids. We do our family stuff earlier in 

the week. We put on a movie for the kids, and then we watch a movie in our 

own bedroom with the door shut and locked, and we fall asleep, or we hang out 

and chat, or we found our week, or maybe we have sex. You know, it's. Doing 

things like that. 

And earlier on in our kids' lives, when they would do afternoon naps, that's the 

same thing. But we went through a phase where we had to be with them 

anytime they were awake because Oh yeah, for sure. Otherwise, the house 

blows up, you know, and so it is gonna change and ebb and flow and you just 

have to roll with it and find a way to make that a priority, to make that 

connection, physical and emotional happen regardless of what's going. 

Sharon: Yeah. Yeah. I remember when your kids were young [00:27:00] on 

your a prioritized marriage account. You just talking about like home date night 

ideas. Just because it's so hard to leave. Like I know for a lot of young parents, 

like the biggest challenge is getting a babysitter, right? 

Amberly: We had to hire two babysitters. I don't know if you had this problem 

when your kids were younger. Cause we talked about how our kids are so close 

together, but our oldest had his own needs, you know, and then we have a baby. 

And so it was like we had to have two babysitters. 
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Or hire someone really a lot older, you know? Yeah. So, Yeah, that could 

handle too. And even my mom would be like, I have 'em. And it's hard for me 

to do both of 'em at once. .  

Sharon: So Amberley and I both have kids that are really close together in age 

and those baby and toddler years. 

It was like, yeah, there's no one who can handle this, but mom, it feels that way.  

Amberly: Yeah. Yeah. So yeah, those date nights at home, just connecting.  

If you're sharing that six second kiss every day, I guarantee you, you have 

enough time as you're leaving for a six second kiss.  

[00:28:00] Yeah. Taking time to like embrace the Q hug when you get home or 

have a five minute conversation. Make those as much of a priority as you make 

your personal self care and those things you love doing and mm-hmm , it will, 

you know, grow that and increase that over time.  

Sharon: Yeah, for sure. That's all great advice and I didn't warn you about my 

next question either, but I just started doing this with my last, this year is, was 

my new idea for my last question. 

So, because we talk a lot about communication here on the Keep Talking 

Revolution podcast, my question for you is, if you were to go back and give a 

younger version of yourself some advice about communication, what would that 

advice be?  

Amberly: It's just have the conversation. Like I always think about like, what 

would I tell teenage girls now, or teenagers now, like when they're dating? 

I always think about it in terms of like getting a relationship and there's so much 

of like a game like [00:29:00] Lucas, if I like you guys, if you like me and it's 

something I do now, like don't, don't make them guess like don't play the game 

and just, you know, Hey, I really like you, or Hey, I really like that shirt on you. 

 It makes the relationship so much better. And there's not that guessing game. 

It's not a pain. And that continues on into your marriage because I think people 

still play the game where it's, you know, guess if I what I want for a gift, 
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Sharon: yeah. Don't test your person, just let them know what you want. Yeah. 

It's a very vulnerable thing though. I'm doing some trading right now on that. 

And just like the whole process of knowing what you want and expressing it. 

It's vulnerable, but as you do it more, it becomes much more natural and easy.  

Amberly: Yeah. And it does start with those silly things like where do you 

wanna go to eat?  

And then being willing to accept which choice they make and not be like, no, 

actually I want sushi More. Like, if you want sushi more, then just say, I'm up 

for sushi. Or if sushi doesn't sound good to both of us, let's put sushi on the 

docket for next week. Like being willing to have those [00:30:00] 

conversations, but, and people say like, what ruins this spontaneity again, but. 

Yes, but no.  

Sharon: It, it creates room for other spontaneous moments, I would say.  

Amberly: Yeah. And it, it, it makes you happy in your relationship long run , 

being openness, honest. Then if they know enough times that like, this is what I 

want from that restaurant, they can stop by and surprise you sometimes, even if 

it's, you have three things that you rotate between. They can pick one and 

surprise you and you're gonna know they thought of you and knew that, and it 

will be spontaneous, but it's not always gonna be. 

Sharon: Yeah. That's such great advice. Well, thanks so much for being gone 

today, Amber Lee. I'm so excited to share this with our audience.  

Amberly: Yeah, thanks for having me. It was a fun conversation. 


